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The New Real Estate "Just Looking" Program Is A Big Hit With North Georgia Area
Residents!
BLUE RIDGE, Ga. - Sept. 16, 2021 - PRLog -- Since housing inventory is at an all time low, it's so
difficult for homebuyers to find available properties. The NEW Just Looking Program is getting them
access to property info with no sales pressure!
Blue Ridge, GA- September 17, 2021 – There's lots of interest in the real estate market now, and little
inventory to choose from. Even worse, you often have to submit your personal contact information to get
access to details, then that information is sometimes sold to various service providers like lenders and
Realtors, clogging your phone with unwanted solicitations.
A local real estate broker has a solution to this with her new "Just Looking Program". With this approach,
you have a 5 minute conversation about what your perfect house would be like, and where it is. Then she
simply notifies you when those properties are listed, and sometimes even BEFORE they go to market.
Currently, many of the best properties never even hit the open market, so searching online can be a time
waster of only looking through the leftover houses. Sherry Cole's new Just Looking Program will not only
get you access to listed houses, but also to a large group of premarket, unlisted properties (but not 'pocket'
listings). You then know about them before anyone else even knows they're available. This eliminates
bidding wars, and can get you access to much better quality properties at better prices.
When asked how this new-age approach to locating homes works, Sherry said: "I've found that many
people are just casually looking around with no big need for urgency. But, if they find the PERFECT house,
they'd take action immediately. My new Just Looking Program allows them access to perfect houses
without being bothered by an agent who just wants to "follow up" with them or try to push them into
looking at houses. This program is great for those who currently own a home, and just want to casually look
around for their perfect fit in another property. They'll never have to even discuss selling their home until
the Just Looking approach finds the perfect house for them. It's all totally free of charge, with no obligation
or pressure. Just free access to better quality homes."
For residents looking for a possible future home, whether it's to remain local or to move away, this is the
perfect fit. It's free of charge, and gets you a better list of properties. Simply contact Sherry Cole for your 5
minute set up discussion, and begin getting insider access!
For more on how this target marketing approach works, and to learn how you could get more from your
home sale, contact Sherry at https://www.ColeandCoRealEstate.com, 678-296-8696 or
sherry@coleandcorealestate.com.
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